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ABOUT
US

Incorporated in 2008, ASHTREE International advises, designs and
delivers complete and workable solutions to governments and
private corporations. The key areas include critical infrastructure
protection solutions, project funding and asset management,
security consulting, risk and infection control management.
ASHTREE consultants accumulated experiences in large national
COVID facility protection in Tuas South Community Care Facility
(2021) and Big Box Community Care Facility (2020). The capacity
of these facilities can house 3000 and 2000 patients respectively.
During the circuit breaker, ASHTREE also mobilised security
officers and managers to construction clients in Changi East
Development Site where the future Changi Airport Terminal 5 will
be located.
The ASHTREE consultants accumulated pandemic experiences in
H1N1 in 2009 to successfully deliver national events like
Singapore International Water Week (SIWW) and Singapore
Airshow. They also comes from a diverse background, from the
Singapore Armed Forces, Singapore Police Force, Singapore Civil
Defence Force and have leadership roles in SARS pandemic and
mitigation in 2003.

SINGAPORE’s COVID STRATEGY

EXPO HALL 1 – 10 HOUSES 8000 MIGRANT WORKERS AS A
COMMUNITY CARE FACILTY

In early 2020, the Singapore government worked quickly to prevent local hospitals to be
overwhelmed by building community isolation facility, and later renamed them as community
care facilities. The Changi Exhibition Centre (2800 capacity), Changi Expo Hall 1 to 10 (8000
capacity), and Big Box (3000 capacity) operated till December 2020. CCF housed early illness
COVID positives (C+) for the period of recovery past the seropositive period (infectiousness). The
stepped down Community Isolation Facility (minus) / CIF (-), included decanted Housing
Development Board (HDB), Floatels, Superstar Gemini and Superstar Aquarius, Army bases, to
house recovered General Workers (GW) and Foreign Workers (FW) before returning to their
employers or dormitories.

Swab Isolation Facility (SIF)

Decanted Sites (Floatel)

Government Quarantine Facility (QGF)

Decanted Sites (HDB)

Purpose Built Dormitory (PBD)
There were over 1 million migrant workers in Singapore in 2020. The migrant worker infection
cluster peaked at over 1000 infections daily in 2020. There were close to 50 Purpose Built
Dormitory (PBD), where the land usage and build regulations were governed by the Ministry of
National Development. There were over 1000 Non-Purpose Built Dormitory (NPBD), also
known as Factory Converted Dormitory (FCD), where short term permits to house workers
were approved by the Ministry of Manpower. At the western and eastern parts of Singapore
where the Tuas Mega Port (TMP) and the future Changi Airport Terminal 5 will be located,
construction companies were permitted to build Construction Site Dormitory/ Construction
Temporary Quarters (CTQ) adjacent to their project site office to facilitate productivity.
Employers could also house their FW employees in rental flats/ apartments.

Non Purpose Built Dormitory (nPBD)
Or Factory Converted Dormitory (FCD)

Construction Temporary Quarters

BIG BOX CCF

Big Box Community Care Facility at 1 Venture Avenue, Jurong

National Day observance parade on 9 August 2020

Just-in-time (JIT) training for red zone officers

In June 2020, ASHTREE was awarded the
contract to provide security guard services for
the Big Box Community Care Facility (CCF).
Due to urgent need to support patient
isolation and management efforts. In 10 days,
ASHTREE successfully trained and deployed
over a hundred officers to receive its first
patient on 4 July.
In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Ministry of Health (MOH) designated Big Box
as a Community Care Facility to house COVID19 patients who were clinically well but
serological shows signs of shedding.
Nonetheless new patients with mild
symptoms were also sent to the CCF for
infection control. BB CCF’s occupancy levels
soared to almost 3,000 patients in the facility.
ASHTREE formulated and executed the
security and infection control protection plan
for both demarcated RED and GREEN zones. It
included actions to address incidents of
trespass, medical, service delivery, medical
evacuations and patient in-process and outprocess which had to be carefully managed to
prevent transmission within the facility.

Shift commenced and ended safely with a buddy system in place

The COVID global pandemic changed the role
first aid and frontline emergency service
providers train themselves. Additional to
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and
infection control procedures, trained personnel
in basic first aid, standard first aid, occupational
first aid, and other customised first aid
curriculum, found themselves a skill and
knowledge gap in pandemic mitigation and
workflow design.

Best practices were briefed and shared at TBM
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Inhouse training on general sanitation and disinfection

Development of facility workflow for rules of engagement

Robot patrolling between a cluster of three duty post allowed officers to rest and go for toilet breaks

Leveraging on Technology – Smart Robot Patrol
To complement security operations and enhance manpower efficiency, ASHTREE deployed
technologically advanced Artificial Intelligent smart robot (Kenobi) that were used to conduct
automated patrols within the facility. Kenobi is equipped with camera surveillance for facility
monitoring. Kenobi is also equipped with speakers to broadcast public health warnings to
ensure compliance of safe distancing measures. Kenobi’s in-built microphone allows remote
assistance for persons in need of assistance. The deployment of Kenobi in tandem with our
security officers led to several detections of contraband activities and trespassing. This had
enabled the strengthening of overall security while ensuring a more effective deployment of
manpower and safe distancing measures.
Professionalism and Training
Our officers are professionally trained and
equipped with the knowledge, training and
certification to ensure that there is zero
compromise when it comes to security
operations and safety. Our officers are
specially selected with in-house screening
processes.

100% screening checks to ensure no prohibited items for entry

ASHTREE has comprehensive trainings plan
coupled with competency test to ensure that
only those that meet the required standards
are deployed. ASHTREE employs professional
trainers to sustain and maintain individual
officers proficiency standards throughout our
services.
Our officers undergo various trainings such as
the proper use of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE), CPR + AED and First Aid
course. They are also trained in CERT to handle
emergencies prior to the arrival of the various
emergency services.

SIC and CERT trained officers are available for every shift

TUAS SOUTH CCF

Tuas South Community Care Facility at 52 Tuas South Street 5

Colour coded assembly areas to segregate inpro and outpro

Open air living conditions to reduce infection control risks

In November 2020, ASHTREE was awarded the
contract to provide security services as well as
surveillance operations at the Tuas South
Community Care Facility (CCF). The
experiences at Big Box CCF helped to run in
operations on Day 1. These experienced
security officers were able to assist in
transiting operations from Big Box to Tuas
South although site conditions were different.
The 2,000 bedder Tuas South facility is
separated into over 10 buildings with separate
entries and exits. Previously established
relationships with NUHS and MOH allowed us
to advise our client to review infection and
security control procedures to meet the
infection control audit requirements set out by
Ministry of Health (MOH).
Weekly meetings and inspections were
necessary in tandem with new government
polices. The surge in the number of imported
patients from arrival of foreign national
workforce in 2021, will pose consideration bed
challenges. To ensure current knowledge and
abilities, Table Top Exercises and Red Teaming
Exercises were conducted to maintain the
expected level of vigilance and readiness and
at the facility.

Muster parade are conducted every month for day and night shifts

At any COVID or infection control facility, it is
essential to follow strict daily routines and duty
procedures. Deviations from the norm and
complacency are identified as the root cause of
infection breaches. A community spread due to
negligent action can result in the complete
quarantine of the entire facility or identified as
an MOH infection cluster.
ASHTREE Company Emergency Response Team
(CERT) officers were trained above PLRD
stipulated baseline requirements.
These
includes Bizsafe 2 Risk Assessment (RA),
Construction Safety Officer Course (CSOC),
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) training,
general sanitation and disinfection protocols.
Our experienced officers that are deployed will
possess the required knowledge, certification
and competency to carry out their duties. The
trained Company Emergency Response Team
(CERT) also possess life saving skills to ensure
that proper medical attention is accorded to
the injured prior to being conveyed to the
hospitals.

ASHTREE has an ongoing fleet of vehicles for
evacuation purposes as well as for the
transportation of infectious persons to centers
for medical follow-ups. In addition, these
vehicles are also used for emergency response
in areas of containment, surveillance and a
temporary medical facility.
“We are proud to complete our mission at Big
Box Community Care Facility. Over the last 6
months, we learnt important lessons on infection
control, detected smuggling of contraband item
and reported unauthorised trespasses. We bring
these values of discipline, integrity and conduct
to our new client at Tuas CCF”
Jo Lee
General Manager , ASHTREE International

ASHTREE consultants developed real time crisis
management and training plans to meet the
changing COVID landscape. All Senior
management staff down to the last officer on
the ground are trained to respond to incidents
professionally so as to prevent any potential
escalation of any incidents, outbreaks or
security breaches at the facility. Incident
response are pre-planned and regularly
rehearsed. Our officers are also trained to
adjust response according to any evolving
situations.

Facility design and conduct of vulnerability risk assessment

ASHTREE maintains constant communication
with the various stakeholders involved,
ensuring that all stakeholders are kept updated
and is operationally ready to respond to
incidents immediately upon detection at the
earliest possible instance.

Tuas South has a new intercom and broadcast system for
ISOFAC and to reduce risk of person-to-person interactions

ANG MO KIO CCF

Ang Mo Kio Community Care Facility

Pre-shift daily briefing to update on the current operations

In May 2021, ASHTREE was appointed by
TS Group to provide security guard
services at the Ang Mo Kio Community
Care Facility (CCF). ASHTREE successfully
mounted within 72 hours to deploy over
20 trained security officers to a 1509
bedder facility. Being trained with
Infection Protection Control (IPC)
protocol with National University Health
System (NUHS) accelerated PPE training
by Woodlands Health Campus (WHC)
during IPC audit and compliance.
The AMK CCF was a community care
facility in the dense township and
adjacent to the educational institution
and industrial parks. ASHTREE officers
are expected to perform access control
and traffic control expediently to reduce
road congestion and risk of traffic
accidents. Previously a swab facility, the
AMK CCF was transformed to house
COVID positive patients as part of the
national COVID strategy during Phase 2
(Heightened Alert) in May 2021.

Officers donn up Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) at
donning station

Muster parades are conducted every month for day and night shifts

Strict
infection
controls
and
Safe
Management Measures (SMM) are our top
priorities, and our officers are
single
handedly picked with in-house screening
processes to ensure that they have the
necessary ability , training and certification.
By deploying such diligent and qualified
officers, we proudly assure clients that their
requirement are being met at its finest.
ASHTREE officers are trained for three types
of emergency evacuations at AMK CCF: Code
Red (fire emergencies), Code Blue (medical
emergencies), and Code Black (rioting and
violence). As part of their training, officers
are also instructed to deal with conflicts
between internal and external stakeholders.
ASHTREE officers also received training in
Basic First Aid (BFA), Occupational First Aid
(OFA), Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPF)
and Automatic External Defibrillator (AED).
To handle emergencies before emergency
services arrive, our officers are also trained
in Company Emergency Response Team
(CERT) and Situation Incident Controller
(SIC).

Code Red/Blue/Black Training

“We are pleased to be partners to secure our
third community care facility in the last 12
months. The challenges of a new COVID variant
requires us to be vigilant and alert 24 hours and
7 days a week. We are proud to be partners in
the national COVID fight”
Dr Matthew Yap
Managing Director, ASHTREE International

FESTIVE HOTEL
SPECIAL HYBRID FACILITY (SHF)

Festive Hotel Special Hybrid Facility

The start of each shift will be preceded by a morning briefing to
inform officers of the current situation

ASHTREE was awarded the contract for
the first Special Hybrid Facility (SHF) in
Singapore,
a
facility
where
Singaporeans, PRs and foreign tourists
entering Singapore are quarantined.
SHF combines the features of a
government quarantine facility (GQF),
swab and serology test at one facility.
Persons under Quarantine (PUQ)s do
not need to be transported out of the
facility unless there is a medical
emergency. In order to fulfill the
special safety and screening needs,
over 20 security officers were deployed
in 72 hours. Officers are also required
to possess additional security electives
in addition to core modules.
ASHTREE worked closely with Resorts
World Sentosa (RWS) Managing Agent
(MA) operations to develop new In
processing and Out processing
workflows, screening procedures and
hospitality procedures to meet the
needs of the PUQ during their
enhanced 21 days quarantine orders.

Before entering the premise, our officers register and verify the
status of the Person Under Quarantine (PUQ)

Muster parades are conducted every month for day and night shifts

Security officers received their PPE training
from a variety of inhouse and external medical
providers. ASHTREE verifies these training
and conducts a safety and security induction
training to ensure that no officer is deployed
unsure of IPC and response procedures. Each
officer is issued with a photo identity card.

Preparation for Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) Training

To strengthen ASHTREE security workforce's
capabilities
for
handling
medical
emergencies at the SHF, officers are to
complete their Infection Prevention and
Control (IPC 101) online training developed
by Ngee Ann Polytechnic. New mask types
like 3M Vflex 9105 are also introduced as
mask fit options for officers. To control
fatigue for extended PPE wear, a PPE 1
protocol was established where officers
operate without their gown when there are
no In processing of PUQs at the facility.
ASHTREE PPE card
Documentation and Monitoring of PPE

HARD ROCK HOTEL
SPECIAL HYBRID FACILITY (SHF)

Hard Rock Hotel Special Hybrid Facility

ASHTREE was also appointed to deploy at the
Hard Rock Hotel, the second Special Hybrid
Facility (SHF) in Singapore. With a combined
strength of over 40 officers at both Festive
Hotel and Hard Rock Hotel, the establishment
of the Combined Security Command Centre
(CSCC) helped to streamline command and
control by the ASHTREE supervisor and
operators with the Resorts World Sentosa
(RWS) Regional Security Command Centre
(RSCC) and the Singapore Police Force (SPF).
Officers will be briefed at the start of each shift on the
current situation

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) Training on how to
donn up a proper attire

Mobilised to deploy in 72 hours, over 20
officers deployed to manage a larger hotel
with a larger footprint to secure In
processing, Out processing, delivery, linen
and waste disposal. Securing the interlink
between ongoing casino construction meant
security officers must understand the
demarcation between green, amber and red
zones. To reduce the risk of cross
contamination and infection, delivery are
only allowed to drop-off, and a separate
safety and screening officers (SSM) are
deployed to deliver to PUQs.

Muster parades are conducted every month for day and night shifts

SHF operations protocol and enhanced IPC
were necessary to ensure SHFs continue to
operate with new emerging COVID
variants. Responding to such risks,
ASHTREE introduced a third team
scheduled for CERT and OFA training on
site.
A larger hotel protection boundary
requires a comprehensive Fire Evacuation
Plan (FEP) and evacuation procedure.
ASHTREE Company Emergency Response
Team (CERT) trained officers and Situation
Incident Controller (SIC) are deployed to
support Singapore Civil Defence Force
(SCDF)’s requirements to comply with code
red, code blue and code black. The routine
conduct of Table-Top Exercises (TTX) and
Ground Deployment Exercises (GDX) with
internal and external stakeholders help to
keep the operations and response plan
robust to deal with new risk at the SHF,
and security officers familiar with new
policy adjustments.

For Festive and Hard Rock Hotel operations,
ASHTREE provides a fleet of transport and
operation vehicles to meet clients' routine and
adhoc transportation needs for business
continuity plans.
“Bona fide tourists and Singaporean
children under quarantine order for 21 days
can be a stressful journey, even when
accompanied by their parent. Our role is
more than security at the SHF.”
Schoen Karl Philippe
General Manager, ASHTREE International
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"Countries in the region must act fast and act together. A logical Rrst step is to allow essential business

Penang may not enforce RMCO just
yet

travels, along with managed and selected tourist markets," he told The New Straits Times.
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He said Malaysia and other Asean countries should capitalise on their high standard of healthcare and
build conRdence for businesses to get back into action.

NATION 6 hours ago

"How we do this in the next 18 months will be crucial," he said in response to a call by Senior Minister

RMCO: Interstate travel allowed,
overseas travel not yet

New Covid-19 cluster detected at
Gombak district police headquarters
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Move to tighten borders lauded

"

More Covid-19 News

(Security Cluster) Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob to enhance 'Ops Benteng'.

NATION 6 hours ago

The operation was to stop illegal immigrants from countries struggling with Covid-19 from entering

NATION 7 hours ago

Malaysia.

CMCO to end, replaced with RMCO
until Aug 31 [NSTTV]

As of May 29, Singapore's cumulative positive cases stand at 33,249, the highest in Asean, with Indonesia

Penang may not enforce RMCO just
yet

NATION 6 hours ago

General Operations Force personnel patrolling the Malaysia-Thailand border in Padang Besar, Perlis.- NSTP/File pic

KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia needs to Rnd
ways to reopen its tourism industry, albeit discerningly, following
STORIES FROM SAYS

at 24,538, the Philippines at 15,588, and Malaysia at 7,629.

Meanwhile, International Civil Aviation Organisation and International Maritime Organisation consultant

RMCO: Interstate travel allowed,
overseas travel not yet

KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia's move to tighten its entry borders following the end of the Hari Raya Aidil[tri

its success in controlling the spread of Covid-19.

Dr Matthew Yap said that aviation and land checkpoints traditionally have strong border controls.

Apr 7, 2017 @ 8:07pm

"Under Singapore's circuit breaker and Malaysia's Movement Control Order, it is incumbent on the Home

25 Vacation analysts,
Homes In Malaysia
That
including
Asean diplomats.
Are Totally Perfect For Group Stays

holidays is a positive and proactive measure to address the Covid-19 pandemic, say defence and security

Ministry to increase checks and audits at marinas and yacht clubs to minimise human smuggling or

CMCO to end, replaced with RMCO
until Aug 31 [NSTTV]

A senior Asean diplomat, who wanted to remain anonymous, said taking enhanced steps to prevent

cargo trafcking.

3 hours ago

"With a gradual easing of air travel restrictions from June 1, as announced by both Hong Kong and

Singapore, health experts say there is an increased need for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests and

Do You Still Need To Wear A Mask In
protecting the economy.
Public If You Seem Healthy? Here's
What MOH & WHO Says

serology tests to reduce community-spread from imported cases."

8 hours ago

territories and people safe and healthy," said the diplomat, who holds an ambassador status.

M'sian Who Used George Floyd's Last
Words To Sell
Air Filters
Says She
Was
Another
Asean
ambassador
supported the move by Malaysia, saying the countries in the region are in
Stressed By MCO

close proximity with each other.

NATION Jun 6, 2020 @ 5:00pm

Haircut services: Be prepared for price
increase

"It is even more paramount when this pandemic is raging. I am sure every country wants to keep its

with the public's support and participation, had brought the number of cases down.

movement of people across borders is the right way to go.

NAT

illegal movement of people across borders was the right move to prevent further outbreaks while

A senior Asean diplomat, who declined to be named, said Malaysia's health and non-health measures,

A senior Asean diplomat who declined to be named said taking enhanced steps to prevent illegal
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"But that comes with a price in terms of various degrees of the economic shutdown, with export and

"I am sure every country wants to keep its territory and its people safe and healthy to prevent pandemics

Jun 5, 2020 @ 5:49pm

like these from destroying its economy."
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Making the countries.
Fun Of Her Name

25 Vacation Homes In Malaysia That
Are Totally Perfect For Group Stays
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"What (negative) thing happens in one country can rapidly affect the other, in view of the labour

tourism taking a big hit.

Another Asean ambassador supported the move by Malaysia, as both countries are near each other.

Apr 7, 2017 @ 8:07pm

"We are dependent on each other and we hope the Asean solidarity can combat this menace effectively."

"What (negative) thing happens in one country can rapidly affect the other, given the labour movement

A defence
security
Health CertiCcates
Couldand
Be The
First expert, who also commended Malaysia's initiatives, said the pandemic was akin to

between countries."

Step To Revive
The COVID-Affected
a biological
warfare that could cause pandemonium and chaos in a nation if not handled well.
Domestic Tourism

Do You Still Need To Wear A Mask In
Public If You Seem Healthy? Here's
What MOH & WHO Says

"Now is the question of how, not if, to reopen the economy. Malaysia must open as its economy is fully

A defence and security expert commended Malaysia's initiatives as he views the pandemic akin to

"The Malaysian government should be lauded for its efforts thus far. But it should not let its guard down

biological warfare.

and allow Covid-19 to strike a second wave via foreign migrant workers, who are returning by the hordes

integrated with external markets.

"The Malaysian government should be lauded for its efforts thus far. But it should not let its guard down

from neighbouring countries.

and allow Covid-19 to strike a second wave, via returning foreign migrant workers.

"To them, Malaysia is a gold mine to earn a comfortable living, something they are not able to do in their
"Strict enforcement has to be carried out to contain them and prevent Covid-19 from escalating."

impoverished home country.

M'sian Who Used George Floyd's Last
Words To Sell Air Filters Says She Was
Stressed By MCO
Jun 5, 2020 @ 5:49pm

K-Pop Artiste Is Frustrated With
Malaysians For Constantly Making
Fun Of Her Name

"Countries in the region must act fast and act together. A logical Rrst step is to allow essential business

An enforcement agency senior ofcer said illegal immigrants have long been associated with health
issues.

8 hours ago

"Credit should be given to these foreign workers, a large number of whom are illegals, but they are the
workforce in many essential services.

travels, along with managed and selected tourist markets," he told The New Straits Times.

"The authorities must always keep their eyes and ears open in screening potential disease carriers."

"However, strict enforcement has to be carried out to contain them and prevent Covid-19 from escalating,"

Jun 6, 2020 @ 3:08pm

said the analyst, a retired armed forces general, who is familiar with dealing with such a scenario.

Health Certi;cates Could Be The First
Step To Revive The COVID-Affected
Domestic Tourism

Another senior oacer, who has served four decades with a law enforcement agency, said immigrants

NAT

Pen
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He said Malaysia and other Asean countries should capitalise on their high standard of healthcare and
were long associated with health and hygiene issues, but viral diseases such as Covid-19 were least
expected to threaten a nation in such a magnitude.

MALAYSIA'S DAILY INCREASE IN CASES

Cases

build conRdence for businesses to get back into action.
Discharged

"The authorities must always keep their eyes and ears open in screening potential disease carriers, who
are as menacing and deadly as terrorists, or other criminals who have brought destruction to the

Death

country's tourism, safety and the wellbeing of its citizens.
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"I hope the operation will be continued until the situation is fully controlled."

"How we do this in the next 18 months will be crucial," he said in response to a call by Senior Minister
International Civil Aviation Organisation and International Maritime Organisation consultant Dr Matthew

50

Yap said aviation and land checkpoints traditionally had strong border controls.
"Under Singapore's circuit breaker and Malaysia's Movement Control Order (MCO), it is incumbent on the
Home Ministry to increase checks and audits at marinas and yacht clubs to minimise human smuggling
or cargo traacking.

The operation was to stop illegal immigrants from countries struggling with Covid-19 from entering

NAT

Malaysia.
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"With a gradual easing of air travel restrictions from June 1, as announced by Hong Kong and Singapore,
health experts say there is an increased need for polymerase chain reaction tests and serology tests to
reduce a community spread from imported Covid-19 cases."
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(Security Cluster) Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob to enhance 'Ops Benteng'.
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Up to yesterday, Singapore's Covid-19 positive cases stood at 33,249, the highest among its Asean
counterparts, followed by Indonesia at 24,538 cases, the Philippines at 15,588 and Malaysia at 7,629
cases.

As of May 29, Singapore's cumulative positive cases stand at 33,249, the highest in Asean, with Indonesia
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On Thursday, Defence Minister Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob had stressed on the importance of

preventing illegal immigrants from neighbouring countries struggling with the global Covid-19 pandemic

at 24,538, the Philippines at 15,588, and Malaysia at 7,629.

from entering Malaysia.
He said the government had strengthened its enforcement along the borders, especially in areas with the
risk of having "rat lanes" (illegal routes).
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Ismail Sabri said the decision to intensify Op Benteng would help the government to prevent the spread of
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imported clusters of Covid-19 from affected countries.

Dr Matthew Yap said that aviation and land checkpoints traditionally have strong border controls.
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Malaysia has since seen a declining trend in the number of daily new cases.

Op Benteng is an integrated operation involving the armed forces, police, Malaysian Maritime
Enforcement Agency and the Malaysian Border Security Agency to enhance enforcement and control

"Under Singapore's circuit breaker and Malaysia's Movement Control Order, it is incumbent on the Home
along the borders.
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Since May 1, Ismail Sabri said 327 illegal immigrants and 14 tekong (boat captains) had been arrested for

Ministry to increase checks and audits at marinas and yacht clubs to minimise human smuggling or
sneaking into the country, including via rat lanes.
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DAILY INCREASE IN CASES
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Singapore, health experts say there is an increased need for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests and
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serology tests to reduce community-spread from imported cases."
A senior Asean diplomat who declined to be named said taking enhanced steps to prevent illegal
movement of people across borders is the right way to go.
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CHANGI EAST TERMINAL 5 ISOLATION FACILITIES

A roll call is conducted at all CTQ

Strict PPE and infection control policies at CTQ ensured
continuity of operations at Changi East

KTC Civil Engineering & Construction Pte Ltd
engaged ASHTREE International to operate
their temporary worker quarters (CTQ).
ASHTREE provided security, logistics and
infection control expertise to support KTC’s
construction team. This was in response to
the rising number of COVID-19 cases within
the workers dormitories during circuit
breaker. Infection clusters resulted in
cessation of all works being carried out in
Changi. Changi East worksite has a large
construction workforce and deep cleaning
and CTQ protection were initiated to curb the
spread of COVID-19.
ASHTREE also supported clients with infection
control procedures, deep cleaning and a team
of Company Emergency Response Team
(CERT) officers to curtail the spread of the
largely infectious and fast spreading
coronavirus. ASHTREE ability to deploy
infection control and security officers rapidly
is the cornerstone of our success in Changi
East. As the aviation sector recovers, we
expect new government policies from the
multi-ministry task force which will affect the
ongoing operations of Changi Airport Group,
Changi Airport and our construction clients
and partners.

ASHTREE played a crucial part in reducing the
spread of COVID-19 in Changi for our KTC
client. The efforts in the foreign worker
isolation facility in Changi, enabled Changi to
be able to commence work once phase 2
kicked in as the spread in the facility there was
well managed. The infected workers housed at
that facility were able to re-integrated back
into their respective dormitories without any
relapse or complications. This enabled the KTC
the aviation constructors to be well ahead of
other construction companies when phase 2
reopened.

Mobilisation protocol with MOH EPR

In addition, ASHTREE provided vehicles with
driver to support any logistical needs of the
operations. These vehicles were deployed to
stand by at the isolation facility for security,
surveillance,
evacuation,
medical
and
transportation services.

The Isolation Facility, staffed with a duty
manager onsite 24/7 together with a team of
Company Emergency Response Team (CERT)
and infection control officers were responsible
for the well-being security and safety of all the
workers within the isolation facility.

A fleet of vehicles were available with a rostered driver
resources to help transport workers or respond to cases

“In this pandemic laden era, infection control and
security comes hand in hand. The mindset of an all
security role has to change. We must be versatile and
robust in our thinking to quickly adopt strategies that
are in line with the processes set out by the
government. Only then can we slow down the spread
and eventually eradicate this menace”
Schoen Karl Philippe
General Manager, ASHTREE International
Transportation of COVID positive cases to NCID and
activation of 995 ambulance with MOH EPR

NATIONAL EVENTS

H1N1 Bird Flu were pre-empted by the Singapore government to be imported to Singapore in June 2009.

ASHTREE INTERNATIONAL helps governments
and corporations generate the ability to
mitigate the any crisis. Any pandemic such as
SARS, H1N1, EBOLA or even the ongoing
COVID-19 can cripple businesses of all scales
and disrupt the continuity in a majority of the
commercial and government projects. The
invisible nature of the threat makes it complex
for governments and corporations to design
risk and mitigation plans, define index cases
and criteria for response.

The infection protocol to quarantine rows and tables were
approved by NCID for the SIWW (2009)

From designing, advising and executing,
ASHTREE will ensure that no stones are left
unturned during the delicate process. We
ensure that businesses of all scales,
governments and state agencies can tap on
them as case studies or precedents. ASHTREE
consultants, equipped with their diverse
background and expertise will be able to
advise matters regarding Tactical Combat
Casualty Care (TCCC) first aid, infection control
and beyond. The accuracy and precise
response are critical in both national and
international levels.

The Singapore International Water Week
(SIWW) in 2009 was conducted in midst of
H1N1 Avian Flu Pandemic, potentially
affected more than 10,000 delegates and
visitors.

“Tactical measures included thermal scanners,
seat tags at all conference locations and
reminders to retain seat tags. The event was
successfully concluded with no localised
quarantine upon expeditious emergency and
medical response to refute the threat of any
index case”
Dr Matthew Yap, Safety and Security Consultant
Singapore International Water Week (2009)

ASHTREE worked with the Ministry of
Health (MOH) to define criteria and
indexing of cases requiring emergency
medical attention and exposure rates to an
index which requires quarantine, an 24hour emergency operations centre with
medical evacuation appliances were set up
at the event venue. A contact tracing
capability was also set up in the event of a
need to activate a crisis management
response plan.

MEDICAL TRAINING

Big Box shift managers conducting refresher training before shift starts or during rest breaks

Standard First Aid, CPR and AED programme
helps to prepare the employees in your
organisation or citizens in times of
emergencies be it medical or trauma incidents
which involves injuries. The course focuses on
key life-saving skills, provides opportunity to
learn first aid for the most common injuries
and emergency medical situations, and is
under pinned by evidence based studies.

Security officers were trained and recertified with valid first aid
certification with CPR and AED

“The year of COVID allowed us to deploy close to
200 security officers. The opportunity at both Big
Box CCF and Tuas South CCF has shown us the
training gaps for infection control and CCF
protection needs”

Medical evacuation (Medivac) was an essential skill at Big Box

Medical Training Partners:

Dr Matthew Yap
ISOFAC Consultant and COVID
Community Care Facilities

Pre-hospital Training System

Pre-hospital trauma life support (PHTLS)
philosophy, stresses the treatment of the
multi-system trauma patient with specific
needs. This requires an approach to the
trauma patient that varies from traditional
treatment modalities. PHTLS promotes critical
thinking for emergency care prior to ER. These
training advance the operator's level of
knowledge to examination and diagnostic
skills, advance the participant's level of
competence in regard to specific pre-hospital
trauma intervention skills and provide an
overview and establish a management
method for the pre-hospital care of the multisystem trauma patient.
A competent
operator can serve as a EMT for extended
medical support on board vessels, flight EMT
for chartered helivac or medivac or support
overseas operations during humanitarian and
disaster relief (HADR) where medical facilities
are not immediately available or accessible.
NAEMT curriculum and certifications are
available in Singapore and Asia.

International Accreditations:

PHTLS (NAEMT) training and assessment (Singapore)

Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) for law
enforcement are essential for military and law
enforcement to manage the immediate
response following a severe bleeding or
severe injury to the principal or team
members during absence of immediate
emergency services.

TCCC (NAEMT) training and assessment (Thailand)

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Boarding and escort officer training in Shanghai, China

Hospital and frontline medical personnel
faced a different patient behaviour. They can
become aggressive and pose danger to both
the responding medical personnel and
themselves. Whether the environment is
landbased hospital, aircraft at flight or shore
based vessel,
the emergency response
requirement is a combination of both close
quarter manoeuvre to quickly access the
persons in need for evacuation.

ASHTREE worked with many law enforcement
training partners to offer clients a variety of
emergency response training and certification
to help achieve the commercial objectives or
mission and task engaged by government and
clients. The skills and competencies can include
close quarters battle and tactical procedures
whilst on route to a medical emergency. The
initial identification and management of
trauma and severe bleeding or traumatic brain
injuries can help stabilization of the patient,
during casevac, medivac or helivac operations.

Training partner in Chiang Mai, Thailand

Law Enforcement Training Partners:

Training partner in Bangkok, Thailand
Secret
Services
Global

Increasingly, law enforcement,
security personnel are training
SWAT MEDICS to support teams
exposed to the risk of infection.
The combination of medical
training additional to law
enforcement
training
has
evolved from optional to
mandatory as the cycle of
pandemic is becomes regular,
evident from with the pandemic
experiences from SARS (2003),
H1N1 (2009), MERS (2012) and
COVID (2019).

“On 19 June 2020, RWS awarded the security protection contract
for Big Box CCF to Ashtree. Within a very short timeframe of 10
days, Ashtree was able to mobilise resources and have them
trained in operations and safety protocols, in time to receive its
first patient on 4 July 2020…….Ashtree’s involvement in Big Box
CCG contributed to the success of the national strategy in
handling the pandemic”
Keok Tong San
Vice President, Resort Services, Resorts World Sentosa
Managing Agent for Big Box Community Care Facility

A security supervisor trained in medical protocols and
response, is able to identify correct infection control practices
also serve as a deterrence to complacencies and fatigue set in
from prolonged operations by medical personnel working 24
hours. Research has shown that over 80% of these
community spread and transmission occurred during rest
venues, community showers and toilets, and during meal
times. During an emergency, the supervisor can donn the
PPE and respond to emergencies before incidents escalates or
deteriorates to uncontrollable infection cluster. In many post
incident investigations, knowing what your equipment are
placed and knowing how to wear them can shorten your
response time by 50% and save lives.

National Accreditations:

COMMUNITY OF PRACTICES

The International Association of Emergency
Medical Technician (IAEMT) is a community of
practice (COP). A COP can evolve naturally
because of the members' common interest in
a particular domain or area, or it can be
created specifically with the goal of gaining
knowledge related to their field. It is through
the process of sharing information and
experiences with the group that the members
learn from each other, and have an
opportunity to develop themselves personally
and professionally.

SWAT Medic Badge

SWAT medics are usually paramedics who
have received specialised training in tactical
medicine. Law enforcement officers may
choose to obtain emergency medical training
to become SWAT medics as well. In the midst
of hostile situations, law enforcement
officers, civilians, and even suspects may
require emergency medical attention. Special
weapons and tactics (SWAT) medics provide
tactical medical care in situations that are
often too dangerous for regular paramedics
or ambulance workers. If a SWAT team is
under fire and one member gets wounded, a
SWAT medic would stabilise the wounded
team member while the rest of the SWAT
team pursues the shooters. SWAT medics,
like other members of a SWAT team, are
exposed to more risks of personal injury and
death than most careers. As such, continual
and recurrent training, with a global network
of EMT expertise for a COP will be necessary
to deal with the medical needs of tomorrow.

TEAM EXPERTISE

Dr Matthew Yap

Schoen Karl Philippe

Dr Matthew Yap leads deployment at national COVID
facilities at Big Box in 2020 and Tuas South in 2021. During
circuit breaker, Dr Yap also served in MOH EPR Operations
Cell. A former active service officer, Dr Yap coordinated air
and naval assets for Operation Enduring Freedom (Gulf of
Eden) in 2003 and medical deployment for Operation Flying
Eagle (Tsunami) in 2004. Certified PHTLS (NAEMT), TCCC
(NAEMT) and an Medic First Aid Instructor (US), Dr Yap is a
certified ERT boarding officer in the Police Coast Guard, and
covers as EMT during police training.

Schoen Karl Philippe served in the Singapore Police Force and
the Changi airport civil aerodromes for 24 years. Schoen
specialises in Airport Security and Operations. Schoen Karl is
also a Medic First Aid Instructor (SG), certified and serves in
one of the 8 Police Land Division in Singapore. He is currently
the Head of Training (Reservist) for 'L' Division with more than
1000 officers under his training ship. Specialising in facility
design, Schoen offers building and access control designs to
help clients better operate their Red and Green Zones at
national COVID facilities.

Victor Gomez

Jo Lee

Victor Gomez is senior consultant and helps to advise
airlines and hotels for a safe delegate carriage from country
of origin to Singapore for national events like World
Economic Forums. Victor served the Republic of Singapore
Air Force for over 25 years as a Senior Air Traffic Control
Officer. Conversant with both civil and military airspace and
airbase operations, he led implementation pandemic
mitigation plans at Changi East during COVID for airport and
runway construction companies, dormitories and service
providers. Victor is a certified IATA facilitator/trainer and
trains both MNCs and civil aviation officials worldwide.

Jo Lee is General Manager and project manage a combined
strength of over 100 security officers for Community Care
facilities at Big Box in 2020 and Tuas South in 2021. Jo has a
portfolio of over 20 years in EPC and system integration,
working with multinational corporations like Singtel, NCS, ST
and AGT. Her expertise includes project start up and dispute
resolution for contractors awarded with complex
government projects in frontier markets. Jo Lee has also
served the SPF VSC for over 20 years. A qualified CERT
Trainer, Jo helps to raise medical response capabilities for
clients to meet national infection control standards.

SPECIALIST CONSULTANTS

Tim Cranton, Paramedic Training (Europe)

Ann Sim, Flight Emergency Care

Tim Cranton is a UK State Registered Paramedic and Ex Fire Officer who
completed military service as an combat medic veteran. Tim has
extensive experience in the planning, development, co-ordination and
provision of emergency medical training, health and safety and
environmental support in remote and austere locations around the
world. Tim has served in special operations training with NATO
forces. Tim is the founder and training director of Paramed CZ, an affiliate
faculty to the NAEMT for conduct of NAEMT TCCC and TECC.

Ann Sim is a certified flight and trauma nurse for medivac operations
and serves in the Civil Defence Auxiliary Unit (CDAU). Trained in
advanced trauma life support and critical care, Ann Sim started her
career in Changi General Hospital (CGH) before transiting to cabin
crew at Singapore Airlines. Ann Sim was also deployed to Khoo Teck
Puat Hospital (KTPH) for COVID operations. She assists to conduct
Basic Cardiac Life Support (BCLS) and advanced first aid training for
non-profit organisations and international medical associations.

August Chen, Paramedic Training (Asia)

Issac Lai, Paramedic Training (Hong Kong)

August Chen is founder and director of first aid and healthcare training
centres in Singapore and Cambodia. His courses in Singapore are
accredited by Singapore Resuscitation and First Aid Council (SRFAC).
August holds the Chief Instructor in First Aid and Life Support
certifications by SRFAC. August is Deputy Commissioner (International
Division) for an international non-profit organisation . August continues
to serve the community through first aid training at nursing homes,
locally, Malaysia, Indonesia and Cambodia.

Issac Lai is a president in fire safety ambassador and a liaison officer
in Hong Kong Auxiliary Medical Services (HKAMS). Issac works in the
administrative service and has an extensive network in medical and
fire fighting training. Issac has established several non-profit training
association to provide medic first aid and fire fighting to the
community volunteers including paramedics and firefighters to
broaden employment opportunities for the last 5 years.

Dr Reggie Jopson, Orthodontics
Dr Reginald Jopson is an Board Certified Oral Surgeon and
Orthodontics practitioner for 35 years. Dr. Jopson is accredited as a
frontliner for supporting the Philippine Government Emergency Public
Health campaign. Dr Jopson participates in crowd control and
implementation of health protocols at the Davao International Airport
Quarantine, temporary treatment and monitoring facilities for COVID
19 patients. Dr Reggie is member of the Armed Forces of the
Philippines Reserve Command with a rank of Major.

Dr Homer Matias, Otolaryngologist & Aesthetics
Dr Homer is a Board Certified Cosmetic Surgeon by the Philippine
Academy of Aesthetic Surgery, Philippine Medical Association. Dr
Homer is also a fellow of Philippine Academy of Facial Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, a certified specialist and diplomate of the
Philippine Board of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery. His
medical specialisation includes facial plastic surgery, cleft lip and
palate, head, neck and thyroid surgery. Dr Homer is a member of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines Reserve Command with a rank of
Lieutenant Colonel and a master level instructor, "Tuhon", with Pekiti
Tirsia Kali.

SPECIALIST CONSULTANTS

Wayne Koo, Crisis Management

Kevin Ho, Cybersecurity and Risk

Wayne Koo holds instructor qualifications in first aid, BCLS, AED,
oxygen admin and bleeding control with several organisations such as
Medic First Aid, Singapore Resuscitation and First Aid Council, Divers
Alert Network as well as American College of Surgeons for “Stop the
Bleed” program. Wayne is currently country representative for Pekiti
Tirsia Kali Association of Tactical of Combat Instructors. Wayne is a
fellow chartered accountant in Singapore and a FCPA in Australia, with
a portfolio of over 100 public listed corporations in the SGX.

Kevin Ho serves on several board committees of a Singapore hospital,
providing oversight on finance, technology risk and security. Kevin is also
Director of Norwegian Cybersecurity Institute where he leads research
and cybersecurity certification. Prior, Kevin served as Head of Sovereign
Wealth business at ABN AMRO asset management and SVP Wealth
Management Advisory at HSBC. Kevin is certifed CISA, CEH, CADS, and
serves on several boards, technology steering committee, focusing on IT
and infosec.

Serene Wee, Medical and Rescue Solutions

Nicholas Cheong, Dive Medicine and Investigation

Serene Wee founded her medical corporation, Verde Care with anti
virus and anti bacteria solutions for individuals and corporations with
laboratory results to destroy over 3000 virus and bacteria. Serene
distributes European military hospital solutions, nitric gloves and
medical masks and in Asia and is a certified RESILO practitioner. With
established production partners in Asia and Europe, Serene
coordinates large government orders for World Bank, Asia
Development Fund and JICA.

Nicholas Cheong is certified in Advanced Trauma Life Support
(SGH/International Trauma Life Support). Nicholas held Chief Instructor
credential in Basic Cardiac Life Support (Singapore Medical Association),
and Instructor Trainer credentials for Diving Emergency Management
Provider, Basic Life Support, Emergency Oxygen Care, Advanced Oxygen
Care, Neurological Assessment, First Aid for Hazardous Marine Life
Injuries, Diving First Aid for Professional Divers (DAN). Nicholas served as
Board Member for Diving Alert Network (Asia Pacific), a non-profit diving
research body.

Kenneth Chng, Medical Training (Singapore)

Andrew Goh, VIP Protection/ Emergency Medicine

Kenneth Chng is a Chief Instructor (CI) with Singapore resuscitation
and First Aid Council (SRFAC) for BCLS, AED, SFA, CFA, OFA, BFA.
Kenneth is also an accredited instructor by WDA for PWFA, RFIW,
RFEB and IIMP. Kenneth is currently servicing as a Programme
Director with a local medical training service provider. Kenneth is
currently a firearm trainer and drill Instructor in TRACOM in
Singapore Police Force. Kenneth also serves with Singapore Civil
Defence Force (SCDF) as CDAU as Medic and Public Education
Instructor (PEI).

Andrew Goh was formerly the Chief Medic with the Singapore Police
Security Command, and covers training and operations for both local and
overseas security and medical coverages in VVIP protection operations.
Andrew is certified First Aid Train-the-Trainer (Red Cross Academy), BCLS
+ AED Chief Instructor (SRFAC), Standard First Aid Chief Instructor
(SRFAC), Child/Infant First Aid Chief Instructor (SRFAC), Advanced Tactical
Medical Course (UK), Singapore Armed Forces Medic Level 1 and
Paramedic Level 2 as well as SCDF Paramedic Level 2. Andrew specialises
in medical courseware development.
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CERTIFICATES

Dr Matthew Yap

Inter umbra et lux vos tantum
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